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Rx Monitoring Services, Inc. will be putting out quarterly newsletters to inform you about products
and services as well as industry insights.

Get a Service, Not Just a Box
Rx Monitoring Services, Inc. supplies you with more than just equipment; when using
our tools we provide full access to invaluable services (at no extra cost) that other
companies charge thousands of dollars to use: RxMS archives data and reports for
future use, provides software programs for viewing
data live and for report writing, and offers free web
based training on how to use all of our equipment and
RxMS features included
services. Our database and archives are an important
FREE with our service:
benefit for your company. For example, if a piece of
Full archive of all data and
reports
equipment is 7 years old and a situation arises that the
Live data viewing software
history of testing needs to be consolidated, instead of
Report writing software
hassling to find the engineer who saved the install
Webinar training on
equipment and software
testing data on their laptop 7 years ago, just reference
the site and we can give you a complete history in a
matter of moments. Another invaluable service is our
free software and training. Unlike our competitors, we
give you the option of having us write your reports or you can use the free report
writing software with free web based training to generate your own reports. We are
constantly upgrading our software to make it easier and faster for technicians to use
based on their own feedback. Check out U-View Version 2.0.

Get to know the Cx Monitor®
Industry Focus:
HealthCare
One of the biggest preventable expense that
plague the healthcare service industry is
warranty and services costs. Electrical boards of
these technologically advanced, high quality
machines should not have to be replaced during
their lifetime. Instead of continually replacing
boards for tens of thousands of dollars plus the
added overhead cost of those installations every
time a board gets fried, take a look at the root
of the problem for a tiny fraction of the cost.
Bad power and grounding cause the majority of
warranty and service costs. Why continue
replacing boards (which really is an expensive
band-aid) when you can fix the source of the
problem?

The Cx Monitor® is a piece of equipment that can
do it all – power quality, AC/DC power,
commissioning, UPS, generator, ATS/STS, & HVAC
testing. The monitor gathers all of the voltage
and current data required for all of those tests as
well as provides a means for gathering wireless
T&H or DC voltage data for over one hundred
(100) locations! The Cx Monitor® is equipped to
simultaneously monitor in real time, voltage on
five (5) separate channels and current on five (5)
separate channels.

